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Abstract
Encouraged by the diversity of n-dodecane chemical mechanisms currently avail-
able, this investigation focuses on analysing the impact of using different fuel
oxidation schemes on the diesel-like Engine Combustion Network (ECN) Spray
A flame structure, simulated by means of an Unsteady Flamelet Progress Vari-
able (UFPV) combustion model. The present research discusses systematically
the characteristics of four n-dodecane chemical mechanisms in perfectly stirred
reactors and counterflow laminar diffusion flames (flamelets) before the final
evaluation in turbulent reacting sprays in order to describe the effects of adding
different physical levels of complexity to the ignition of the mixtures. In ad-
dition, this analysis is complemented with the description of the effect of the
boundary conditions on the flame structure.
Results evidence the extreme importance of the low temperature chemistry
including the period for which the cool flame extends. The different prediction
of this stage between mechanisms leads to noticeable different laminar flame
structures which in turn produce substantially distinct turbulent flames, es-
pecially in the vicinity of the lift-off length (LOL) in terms of reactivity and
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positioning in the Z-T map. Finally, simulations confirm the strong effect of the
boundary conditions, especially for the ambient temperature, on the ignitable
mixtures which directly impacts on the soot precursors formation.
Keywords: Combustion modelling, Spray A, flamelet concept, Auto-ignition,
Chemical mechanism
1. Introduction
During the last years the stringent pollutant emissions regulations have
prompted research on efficient combustion strategies aimed at the minimization
of such emissions. The use of exhaust-gas recirculation (EGR), high injection
pressures or more advanced concepts like Homogeneous Charge Compression5
Ignition (HCCI) [1] are only some few examples of the different attempts sug-
gested in order to fulfil the regulation. Some of these strategies, like EGR, are
widely used in commercial engines and, hence, their analysis and understanding
is relevant.
However, obtaining local measurements of the spray in real engine conditions10
is a hard task and, therefore, spray modelling by means of Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) is still quite challenging. As a first step, it would be desirable
to understand the spray in some ideal conditions to discard uncertainties and
be able to apply the most advanced experimental techniques.
These concerns have promoted the definition by the Engine Combustion15
Network (ECN) [2] of a set of experiments that reproduce engine conditions
to be performed in specific facilities by different institutions. Additionally, a
considerable effort has been devoted to modelling in order to provide insight
into the description of the combustion structure.
The well-known spray A from ECN is a single nozzle diesel spray where20
boundary conditions reproduce modern direct injection diesel engines conditions
[2]. Characterization of spray A has been carried out in constant-volume pre-
burn (CVP) combustion vessels and constant-pressure flow (CPF) rigs [3, 4]. A
CPF rig is available at CMT-Motores Térmicos whose experimental results are
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used along this paper [5, 6].25
The spray is measured in terms of tip penetration, liquid length, ignition
delay (ID) and lift-off length (LOL). Complementary information is extracted
from optical measurements, such as Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence (PLIF)
or high-speed schlieren imaging [7].
Regarding the flame structure, Dec [8] described it as a lifted flame composed30
of a rich partially premixed region, where soot is nucleated, and a diffusion flame,
in the form of a thin reaction sheet at the location where stoichiometric mixture
is found, which wraps up the spray, and in whose proximities, at the lean side,
NOx are produced.
Focusing on the combustion event two main aspects are of major importance.35
The first one is the chemical mechanism that describes the oxidation of the fuel.
As hundreds of species are produced and consumed and thousands of reactions
may take place during the fuel oxidation, it is almost unaffordable to deal with
complete chemical schemes. Consequently, there is need of simplification that
may lead to some loss of information.40
More particularly, the complex alkanes autoignition process is known to be
composed of a multi-stage combustion, with differentiated low and high tem-
perature chemistries separated by a cool flame. Additionally, it is observed
that, for homogeneous reactors, ignition delay curves typically show a negative
temperature coefficient (NTC) zone for temperatures around 900 and 1000 K.45
In consequence, low temperature chemistry is fundamental in order to pre-
dict ignition delays and plays a fundamental role in the chemical paths leading
to the high temperature chemistry where the major species of combustion are
produced [9, 10]. Additionally, pollutant emissions, and more particularly soot
prediction, are a complex issue not solved yet. All these observations give a50
measure of the complexity involved in chemical modelling and the need of using
detailed mechanisms that, however, can derive in a high computational cost.
Notwithstanding, for modelling purposes, the combustion model is required to
manage complex mechanisms in a feasible amount of time.
The second issue deals with the turbulence-chemistry interaction (TCI) which55
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describes how fluctuations in the turbulent flow and the chemical source terms
are mutually affected in the frame of Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
and Large Eddy Simulation (LES). This interaction is defined by the combustion
model [11, 12].
It is evident that diesel ignition can only be solved in the frame of finite60
rate chemistry models. The most simple of them correspond to the well-stirred
reactor (WSR) model where no turbulent fluctuations are retained. However,
for diesel sprays the WSR model is not suitable, especially for low reactive
conditions [13].
Models that account for TCI, such as Transported Probability Density Func-65
tions (TPDFs) methods and Conditional Moment Closure (CMC), have been
applied to spray A simulation with very promising results [14, 15, 16, 17]. How-
ever, both models imply a high computational cost making difficult its applica-
tion to engine calculations.
The flamelet concept is another approach that has been applied to solve70
engine simulations as well as diesel sprays. The turbulent flame, which is as-
sumed to develop in a thin layer when Damkhöler number is high, is described
as an ensemble of strained laminar flames. TCI is accounted for by means of
presumed probability density functions (PDFs) [18]. Combining this concept
with the Intrinsic Low Dimensional Manifold (ILDM), the Flame Prolongation75
of ILDM (FPI) and the Flamelet-Generated Manifold (FGM) approaches were
formulated [19, 20]. Both methods define a manifold where the thermochem-
ical paths are described by a reduced set of variables which are solved in the
flow. Then, thermochemical information is retrieved from look-up tables de-
pending on few inputs in order to solve transport equations. This turns out as a80
powerful concept since it decouples chemistry and TCI calculations from CFD
and reduces the computational cost [21] allowing the use of complex chemical
schemes.
Nonetheless, when this model is applied to engine calculations where condi-
tions span over wide ranges and a great number of tables should be calculated,85
solving the flamelets requires a high computational cost when detailed chemistry
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is used. In this frame, the Approximated Diffusion Flamelet (ADF) model [22]
was suggested some years ago as an approach that reduces drastically such com-
putational cost for the flamelet database generation. Satisfactory results have
been reported with the use of this model [23, 24, 25] and it has been adopted90
for the calculations of this paper.
This brief review of the state of the art evidences that complex processes
concurring in the spray preclude the use of simple mechanisms [26] and require
combustion models that account for TCI [13].
This paper is focused on the analysis of spray A structure, representative95
of diesel sprays for modern engines, in quasi-steady and transient conditions.
Special attention is deserved to the impact of the boundary conditions, in terms
of ambient temperature and oxygen concentration, on the reactivity of the mix-
ture and the spray structure. Additionally, the second objective of this paper is
the evaluation of the influence of the chemical mechanism. The present contri-100
bution will show to which degree the differences observed among mechanisms
under homogeneous condition persist in the spray calculation. While previous
work has been carried out in this direction [27, 28], with special attention on
the chemical aspects, the current analysis is mainly focused on the effect of the
chemical mechanism on the laminar flames and the turbulent spray. Finally, a105
RANS turbulence model has been chosen due to the large number of simulations
to be performed. This turbulence modelling approach has a clear interest for
industrial applications and for this reason it is considered to be relevant within
this particular research field [27, 29, 30, 31].
The paper opens with a description of the model as well as the numerical110
set-up and the boundary conditions for spray A. Subsequently, a preliminary
evaluation of the chemical mechanisms for perfectly stirred reactors and, in a
second step, for flamelet configurations is carried out. Spray A is then analysed
in terms of flame global parameters such as ID and LOL. Then, the paper is
divided in two main parts, the first one, being devoted to the auto-ignition115
process and, the second one, to the quasi-steady analysis. The conclusions of
the work close the article.
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2. Methodology
2.1. Description of the model
This work is based on the approach developed in previous contributions by120
the authors for spray A [32, 33]. The model and the set-up are briefly described
in the following.
An in-house CFD code was implemented in the open tool-box OpenFOAM
environment [34] in the frame of RANS turbulence models. As cylindrical
symmetry was imposed, a meridian plane, with dimensions 54 (radius) × 108125
(height) mm, was solved. The mesh was structured with a constant cell size of
0.25 (radial direction) × 0.5 (axial direction) mm [35]. A standard k− ε turbu-
lence model was selected adjusting Cε1 = 1.52 in order to correct the spreading
rate overestimation found for round jets [26].
The liquid phase was solved by means of a Lagrangian description in the130
frame of the Discrete Droplet Method (DDM) [36]. In this work, atomization
and break-up were solved modelling the Kelvin-Helmholtz/Rayleigh-Taylor in-
stabilities with constant values suggested in [35]. The number of parcels was
chosen to inject a rate of 5.4 · 107 parcels/s [35].
Regarding the combustion model, when facing diesel engine simulation, which135
requires the calculation of a great amount of boundary conditions, solving the
complete flamelet model [12] for complex oxidation schemes becomes infeasible.
This gave rise to the ADF approach where new hypotheses are assumed that
lead to a simplified model which still maintains the physical structure of the
flamelet [22]. Since excellent results have been reported in the frame of diesel140
engines [22, 25, 37, 32, 38], the ADF model has been adopted for the current
calculations.
The ADF model solves the transport equation 1 for the progress variable Yc,








+ ω̇HRc (Z, Yc) (1)
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The chemical source term for the progress variable ω̇HRc is defined as the145
chemical source term for this variable, given by a set of homogeneous reactors
(HRs) that auto-ignite with the same initial and boundary conditions that the
flamelet and evolve at constant pressure with no heat loses. Such evolution
is gathered in a database with (Z, Yc) as input variables and its information
is retrieved when solving equation 1. Once equation 1 is solved, the temporal150
evolution for the reactive scalars during flamelet ignition is retrieved by means
of interpolations from the homogeneous reactors database and the profile Yc(t)
obtained for each mixture fraction and strain rate.
The scalar dissipation rate, χ, which measures the strength of convection








where a the strain rate (assumed to be constant in the whole flame) and Zs the
saturation mixture fraction, which is the maximum mixture fraction for which
the fuel does not condensate [41]. Notice that Zs is the upper limit for the
mixture fraction since Z only accounts for the gaseous phase.160
In addition, to define the chemical database, the progress variable is normal-
ized according to
c =
Yc − Y inertc
Y equilc − Y inertc
(3)
where Y inertc and Y
equil
c are the inert and equilibrium values for the progress
variable. By virtue of the monotonic evolution of Yc with time, c ranges between
0 and 1.165
To reduce numerical uncertainties, a fine discretization has been chosen in
the different directions. For the mixture fraction approximately 160 values,
clustered around the stoichiometric value, were taken while for the progress
variable direction 504 points were retained and around 40 strain rates were
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computed (this value depends on the boundary conditions). The process to170
generate the flamelet solutions is described in detail in [38].
TCI is accounted for by means of presumed PDFs for mixture fraction and
scalar dissipation rate assuming statistical independence between both variables
[11]. A beta-PDF, used to model mixture fraction fluctuations, is defined by
the average value, Z̃, and its variance Z̃ ′′2. For the scalar dissipation rate a log-175
normal is assumed where σ2, related to χ̃st variance, is fixed constant and equal
to 2 [29]. The re-parametrization of the solutions in terms of Ỹc rather than time
leads to a turbulent combustion manifold in the form ψ̃ = ψ̃(Z̃, Z̃ ′′2, χ̃st, Ỹc).
In this work and depending on the boundary conditions, around 32 values
have been tabulated for Z̃, 17 for Z̃ ′′2 and 35 for χ̃st while 51 for Ỹc with a180
parabolic distribution in order to retain accurately auto-ignition.
Assuming a proportionality between convective and mixing turbulent times,





where Cχ is a constant and k and ε are the turbulent kinetic energy and its
dissipation rate.185
The chemical source term required to solve CFD transport equations is found
from the difference between the next value predicted by the turbulent manifold
and the current value in the cell divided by the time step. More details can be
found in [42, 32, 33, 43].
Finally, four well-known mechanisms for n-dodecane have been used for these190
calculations to elucidate their influence on the reactive spray solution. Starting
from the simplest one, the chosen mechanisms are Yao et al. [10], a skeletal
mechanism with 54 species and 269 reactions, Wang et al. [44] which describes
n-dodecane oxidation with 100 species and 432 reactions, Narayanaswamy et al.
[9], which is an intermediate mechanism including 255 species and 2289 reac-195
tions, and, finally, Cai et al. scheme [45], which includes 1692 species and 11015
reactions. Due to the large number of participating species and reactions, the
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latter mechanism can only be used with combustion modelling approaches such
as the one presented here. These mechanisms have been thoroughly analysed
in homogeneous conditions comparing experimental measurements in a rapid200
compression–expansion machine and modelling results [28]. The latter study is
complemented with the current work, where special attention is devoted to the
chemical scheme effect on laminar flames as well as the turbulent reacting spray.
2.2. Parametric study
The boundary conditions of the parametric study for spray A correspond to205
those experimentally measured at CMT-Motores Térmicos in the CPF facility
([5, 6, 46]). This facility is a CPF rig where the ambient gas thermochemical con-
ditions are controlled by supplying an oxygen and nitrogen mixture compressed
and pre-heated before entering into the open combustion chamber in which the
fuel is injected. For spray A fuel is dodecane, which is a diesel surrogate fuel.210
The nominal case is defined by the ambient temperature, oxygen concentra-
tion and density given by Tamb = 900 K, XO2 = 0.15 and ρ = 22.8 kg/m
3 and
three parametric sweeps are carried out. The first two span the temperature
from 750 K to 900 K with XO2 = 0.15 and 0.21. To simulate the EGR effect
a third parametric variation in the oxygen concentration direction is performed215
with 0.13 ≤ XO2 ≤ 0.21 at the nominal ambient temperature. All the cases
keep density at the nominal value.
For all the studies the injection pressure is fixed at 150 MPa and a long
injection rate (> 4 ms), obtained from the virtual injection rate generator [46],
is imposed in order to reach a quasi-steady state. Nominal injector diameter is220
90 µm, with nozzle code 210675 [2] and discharge coefficient equal to 0.9 [47].
The fuel temperature is assumed constant at 363 K.
The boundary conditions are gathered in table 1 where Zst refers to the
stoichiometric mixture fraction.
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Table 1: Definition of the spray A parametric studies.
XO2 Tamb (K) ρamb(kg/m
3) pinj (MPa) Zst
0.13 900 22.8 150 0.040
0.15 750 22.8 150 0.046
0.15 800 22.8 150 0.046
0.15 850 22.8 150 0.046
0.15 900 22.8 150 0.046
0.21 750 22.8 150 0.063
0.21 800 22.8 150 0.063
0.21 900 22.8 150 0.063
3. Results and discussion225
In order to establish a clear sequence of how combustion proceeds when
different processes interact among them, this section opens with the analysis
of combustion in well-stirred conditions, after which results are compared to
the combustion evolution when it is affected by diffusion in laminar conditions,
corresponding to the flamelet calculations. Subsequently, the section follows230
with the description of the turbulent combustion in CFD computations. This
part first analyses the global reactive parameters in order to validate the model.
Then the spray structure is described during auto-ignition and quasi-steady
state in order to figure out the effect of the boundary conditions as well as the
influence of the chemical mechanism.235
3.1. Homogeneous reactors and flamelet results
Previous to the analysis of spray A conditions, a first assessing of the mech-
anisms is shown in figure 1 where the ignition delay for homogeneous reactors
auto-ignition is plotted as a function of the inverse of the temperature for the
four analysed mechanisms and the shock tube experimental data from [48]. The240
figures show the behaviour for equivalence ratio φ = 0.5 and 1 with an initial
pressure p = 20 atm. Calculations are performed imposing constant volume and
adiabatic evolution. The ignition delay for the simulations is defined in a similar
way as in the experiment [48], that is, the time when the temporal derivative of
the pressure is maximum.245
From experiments a soft NTC region in the temperature interval [800, 900]
K is observed that seems to be stronger for the stoichiometric mixture. The
10








































Figure 1: Experimental and modelled ignition delays as a function of the temperature for φ = 0.5
(left) and 1 (right). Calculations for pressure p = 20 atm.
Yao mechanism is the one that shows more prominent differences compared to
the experiment and the other mechanisms, especially in the NTC region, with
a sharper decrease in ignition delay. On the contrary, Narayanaswmay and,250
especially, Wang and Cai results are very similar in the whole range of temper-
atures and provide ignition delays remarkably close to the experimental ones.
Wang scheme together with Cai describe a weak NTC region and in the case
of the lean mixture for Wang this region is not present. Finally, Yao provides
noticeable faster ignition delays than the other mechanisms for temperatures <255
1000 K while it is slower in the high-temperature zone (temperatures > 1000
K).
From this initial assessment, Yao is expected to evolve faster than the other
mechanisms in subsequent calculations, since the simulated spray A conditions
correspond to temperatures lower than 1000 K. However, the previously ob-260
served mechanism ordering is not always preserved, emphasizing the importance
of the first ignition stage, which is not described in figure 1 since the sharp in-
crease of pressure that defines the ignition delay is detected during the second
ignition stage.
After this preliminary evaluation for a fixed composition and initial temper-265
ature, figure 2 shows the ignition delays for spray A nominal condition for low
and high temperature stages, which are defined as the time spent to reach the
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initial temperature plus 30 and 400 K, respectively, and are referred to as ID1
and ID2, respectively. These Ignition delays are represented as a function of Z
for the four mechanisms. Note that the cool flame period elapses between ID1270
and ID2.






















Figure 2: Ignition delay for a set of reactors starting from the adiabatic mixing curve derived for
the spray A nominal condition. Both the low and high temperature stages have been quantified
for the four simulated mechanisms Vertical black dashed line indicates the stoichiometric mixture
fraction.
From figure 2 ID1 is observed to increase with the mixture fraction as
well as its slope. Cai mechanism is the fastest, followed by Yao and Wang
which show very similar ignition delays for this stage since they move parallel.
Narayanaswamy scheme predicts the most dilated first ignition delay. This is275
a first evidence that the initial mechanism ordering observed in figure 1 is not
held in low temperature stages.
Moreover, it is observed that the cool flame period (ID2− ID1) becomes
shorter with mixture fraction increase, being almost non-existent for Yao and
moderate for Narayanaswamy and Cai while Wang mechanism models the longest280
one. This shortening of the cool flame interval when enriching the mixture
favours the displacement of combustion to rich mixtures and freezes temporally
the ignition for lean mixtures as will be discussed.
Regarding ID2 it is seen that, different from ID1, it has a minimum for the
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so-called the most reactive mixture fraction ZMR [49]. ZMR is similar for Yao285
and Narayanaswamy, although is slightly lower for Yao (ZMR = 0.059 for Yao
while it values 0.063 for Narayanaswamy), while for Wang and Cai this value
is displaced to moderately rich mixtures (ZMR = 0.077 for Wang and 0.08 for
Cai). Yao mechanism is the one which shows the shortest ID2 for Z < 0.8 while
for richer mixtures Cai is the fastest one. For lean and slightly rich mixtures290
Narayanaswamy and Wang schemes predict very similar ID2 as shown in figure
1. However, the behaviour for rich mixtures is drastically different, as figure
2 reveals, since Narayanaswamy scheme predicts very long ID1 that take even
a longer time than ID2 for Wang mechanism. In addition, the fact that Yao
produces the shortest ID2 for the lean range, where all other three mechanisms295
collapse is another remarkable result.
One of the most important conclusions is that all the mechanisms predict
that the low temperature ignition starts at lean mixtures (ID1 is lower for lean
mixtures) due to their higher initial temperature. However, the reduction or
even the disappearance of the cool flame period when moving towards richer300
mixtures results a faster high temperature ignition for the rich mixtures than
for the lean ones. This has been one of the arguments used to explain the
displacement of combustion from lean mixtures, where the first ignition kernels
appear in spray A, to rich mixtures where the second stage and high temperature
ignition is observed [50, 51]. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the behaviour305
described for the ignition delay in figure 2 is qualitatively observed at other
boundary conditions.
In order to deepen in the ignition process for the different mechanisms, the
ignition delay information is complemented with the map of the chemical source
terms for the progress variable from the homogeneous reactors, ω̇HRc (Z, Yc), for310
the nominal case. This is shown in figure 3 where, in order to better visualise










































































Figure 3: Chemical source terms for the progress variable for homogeneous reactors with nominal
condition. Top: Narayanaswamy (left), Yao (right), bottom: Wang (left) and Cai (right) mecha-
nisms. ω̇HRc level curves for values 1000, 5000 and 10000 1/s are represented for reference. Scales
are common for all figures.
In figure 3 different regions of intense chemical activity are identified de-
pending on the chemical mechanism. All of them predict high chemical source
terms for low c values and rich mixtures that increase when augmenting Z. This315
zone corresponds to the low temperature ignition and is followed by an impor-
tant reduction of the chemical source term during auto-ignition that is related
to the cool flame period (time elapsed between ID1 and ID2). Clearly, such
period does not extend on a wide interval of the progress variable (as well as
temperature) since the low chemical activity only produces a modest increase of320
these variables. The cool flame is followed by an extremely high increase of the
source term that corresponds to the high temperature stage which is specially
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intense for stoichiometric and slightly rich mixtures.
Although a similar qualitative behaviour is observed among different mech-
anisms, the maps show very different morphologies. Yao predicts a first stage325
ignition that develops over wide intervals of the progress variable. In addition,
high chemical terms are observed on a wide range of mixture fractions during
this stage. After this rapid evolution the chemical activity decreases strongly
and only for c > 0.7 increases again. On the contrary, the chemical source
terms for the first stage ignition in the case of Wang mechanism are markedly330
lower compared to Yao solutions as the colour map and level curves from figure
3 indicate. In the same way, the source terms related to the cool flame are
extremely low providing very long cool flame periods as was observed in figure
2. Then, a region, for intermediate and high c values (c > 0.2), appears with
extremely high chemical source terms. Different to Yao scheme, which showed335
moderate values in this region, the Wang mechanism predicts two maxima of
similar intensity while the Yao postpones the phase of strongest chemical inten-
sity to the last stage of the evolution. The Narayanaswamy mechanism shows
an intermediate behaviour between the Yao and Wang mechanisms. Finally,
Cai scheme describes a first ignition that initiates at extremely small c values340
providing a very short ID1, as seen in figure 2, which is followed by relatively
weak source terms during the second stage ignition until c = 0.7 is reached.
The very strong reduction of the chemical activity during the cool flame pe-
riod modelled by Wang is of paramount importance when introducing transport
by diffusion since, as will be seen later, after the first ignition the chemical ac-345
tivity freezes and diffusion is the only mechanism to propagate ignition. On the
contrary, having a relatively high chemical source term during the cool flame,
as in the case of Yao, promotes the continuation of combustion by chemical
reaction together with diffusion transport.
In order to clarify species and temperature dependence with intrinsic com-350
bustion variables during homogeneous reactors auto-ignition, their temporal
evolutions are drawn as a function of c for several mixtures. In figure 4 the evo-
lution of formaldehyde (CH2O), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), carbon monoxide
15
and carbon dioxide (CO and CO2, respectively) mass fractions (denoted by Y
on the axis) are shown, together with the temperature. In order to share the355
same axis they are multiplied by a factor. For reference, the c values corre-
sponding to an increase of the initial temperature of 30 and 400 K (see ID1 and
ID2 definitions) are included.




































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4: Temperature and species mass fractions evolution as a function of c for Narayanaswamy
(top row), Yao (second row), Wang (third row) and Cai (last row) for Z = 0.035 (left column),
0.046 (center column), 0.08 (right column). Vertical lines correspond to the c values for the low and
high temperature ignition delay criteria from figure 2. Results for nominal conditions.
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It is observed that temperature and intermediate and final products CO
and CO2 are almost identical for all the mechanisms. However, species such as360
CH2O, a tracer of the low temperature combustion, and H2O2, whose depletion
delimits the end of the cool flame stage [52], show non-negligible discrepancies
in their evolution and the maximum values they reach. More specifically, Wang
mechanism produces systematically less CH2O and more H2O2 than the other
schemes, which show a more similar evolution for such species. This was ex-365
pectable since they predict discrepant first ignition stages when these species
appear. Cai and Narayanaswamy produce very similar profiles, in line with their
common derivation, while Yao shows slightly higher CH2O values.
As a final remark note that the chosen progress variable traces accurately
the whole auto-ignition process due to the smooth relationship between c and370
temperature. Hence, the progress variable, or if preferred its chemical source, is
able to trace the spatial regions where there are reactions releasing heat in the
diesel spray.
At this point, some conclusions may be drawn, namely, that the choice of
the chemical mechanism mostly affects the low temperature chemistry due to375
the large amount of radicals produced and consumed during this regime, the
NTC zone and the relative low chemical rates together with the great number
of possible chemical paths [33]. Even if two mechanisms may agree in terms of
parameters such as ignition delay, as is the case for Narayanaswamy and Wang
mechanisms for lean and slightly rich mixtures, this does not entail an agreement380
in the chemical evolution especially for the low temperature chemistry, as shown
in figure 4. Thus care must be taken when extracting conclusions concerning
the behaviour of mechanisms from ignition delays results such as the ones in
figure1. As for the low/intermediate temperature chemistry, the production of
soot precursors (not shown) is also strongly affected by the oxidation scheme385
and extends the previous conclusion to the soot emissions predictions for engine
simulations.
Finally, as the turbulent flame is considered to be composed of an ensemble
of embedded laminar flames, analysing the flamelet behaviour for the different
17
mechanisms is the next natural step, for which diffusion may become as intense390
as the chemical reactions. The structure of combustion is represented in figure
5 where the transient evolution and the steady solutions of the flamelets are
described by several Z − T profiles for different strain rates, namely, 10, 100
and 1000 1/s, which cover the auto-ignition range. This auto-ignition range is
defined as the interval of strain rates in which the flamelet can evolve from the395
inert conditions to the high temperature steady solution of the S-curve [12]. In
figure 5, profiles corresponding to the first ignition as well as curves for which
the second ignition is developed for the fastest mixtures have been represented.
18






































































































Figure 5: Structure of the laminar combustion in terms of Z − T for the set of mechanisms for
nominal condition. The figures correspond to strain rates 10 1/s (top row), 100 1/s (second row)
and 1000 1/s (bottom row). Left column: profiles corresponding to first ignition. Right column:
profiles corresponding to second ignition. Stoichiometric mixture is indicated with a black dashed
line.
In all the cases ignition starts at lean mixtures, which corresponds to the first
ignition stage, and there is a subsequent displacement to richer mixtures [17].400
This is in agreement with figure 2 where it is observed that the shortest ID1 is
found for the lean mixtures as a consequence of their higher initial temperature
[50, 51]. Once the first ignition for low temperature has proceeded, the cool flame
period starts. Figure 2 shows how lean mixtures, in spite of their short ID1,
have the longest cool flame period since this interval is reduced when enriching405
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the mixture. In agreement with this effect, figure 5 shows how lean and slightly
rich mixtures remain frozen while the second ignition occurs in richer mixtures.
When ZMR overtakes its cool flame period it initiates the high temperature
stage that leads to the steady solution. The different states in the ignition
process between mixtures that remain in the cool flame and those that are close410
to the steady solution generate a strong gradient, that depending on the strain
rate may be localized or, on the contrary, extend over a wide region of mixtures.
Diffusion generates a flux of energy and radicals that tends to propagate ignition
towards adjacent mixtures.
The different morphology of combustion for the investigated mechanisms is415
due to the different values for ZMR as well as the latency period related to the
cool flame and, ultimately, is due to the different chemical source terms. In the
case of Yao mechanism, ZMR is positioned in the slightly rich mixtures (0.06
approximately although there is a mild dependence of ZMR with the strain rate)
and the cool flame period is extremely short for Z > ZMR. Consequently, in420
the case of low strain rates, the first stage combustion only has developed until
Z = 0.07, approximately, when the second ignition starts in the vicinity of ZMR.
This means that a very reduced range of rich mixtures have initiated their first
ignition when ZMR commences the second ignition stage. This second ignition is
extremely fast and generates strong gradients that diffuse the progress variable425
to the surrounding mixtures. On the contrary, for the Wang mechanism ZMR
is found at very rich mixtures (around 0.08) and there exists a long cool flame
period. This makes it possible for a wide range of rich mixtures to evolve and
reach the cool flame before the vicinity of ZMR starts the second ignition, as
observed in figure 5. In the case of Cai scheme, as observed from figure 2, even if430
the latency period between the different combustion stages is not so prolongated
as in Wang, combustion is very displaced to rich mixtures (ZMR around 0.08)
as figure 5 confirms.
In addition, the profile of the curves can be described with the help of the
chemical source terms from figure 3. In figure 5 it is observed how the layer that435
separates the mixtures close to the steady solution from those found in the cool
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flame period is thin for the Wang (sharp profile observed in this layer) while for
the Yao extends in a wide region (smoother profile observed in this layer). In
the case of Wang mechanism, this is explained by the extremely low chemical
source terms found during the cool flame period (between first and second stage440
ignitions) which produce so long latency intervals during this period as deduced
from figure 2. Hence, chemical activity is extremely low once the first ignition
is finished and, in consequence, diffusion is the only mechanism that propa-
gates combustion in this layer. Once enough progress variable is transported to
the surrounding mixtures, the chemical activity becomes extremely intense and445
these mixtures evolve rapidly to the steady state generating the sharp profile
in the interface between mixtures close to the steady value and mixtures in the
cool flame period. Clearly, increasing the strain rate mitigates this behaviour
and tends to transport the progress variable to further mixtures smoothing the
profiles.450
On the contrary, when analysing the chemical source terms for Yao it was
pointed that it predicts moderate values during the cool flame period. Then
combustion advances not only as a consequence of the diffusion transport but
due to the moderate chemical activity too, which reduces the gradients between
mixtures and leads to a softer profile in the region that separates the high and455
low temperature chemistry compared to Wang solutions. Again Narayanaswamy
shows an intermediate behaviour between those described for Yao and Wang
while Cai predicts smooth profiles at very rich mixtures as a consequence of the
low/moderate chemical source terms after the cool flame (see figure 3).
Finally, the increase of strain rate, and consequently of diffusion fluxes, re-460
duces the progression of the most reactive mixtures during the second stage
since an increasing fraction of their production is distributed to the surrounding
mixtures. This results in richer mixtures reaching the cool flame period before
the second ignition eventually develops, which is evidenced by the spreading of
combustion over wider mixture regions (see figure 5).465
Similar figures to 5 are shown in figures 6 and 7 in order to analyse the effect
of the boundary conditions.
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Figure 6: Structure of the laminar combustion in terms of Z − T for the set of mechanisms for
Tamb = 800 K and XO2 = 0.15. The figures correspond to strain rates 10 1/s (top row), 100
1/s (second row) and 1000 1/s (bottom row). Left column: profiles corresponding to first ignition.
Right column: profiles corresponding to second ignition. Stoichiometric mixture is indicated with
a black dashed line.
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Figure 7: Structure of the laminar combustion in terms of Z − T for the set of mechanisms for
Tamb = 900 K and XO2 = 0.21. The figures correspond to strain rates 10 1/s (top row), 100
1/s (second row) and 1000 1/s (bottom row). Left column: profiles corresponding to first ignition.
Right column: profiles corresponding to second ignition. Stoichiometric mixture is indicated with
a black dashed line.
Regarding the ignition behaviour for each mechanism, similar conclusions
than those drawn for the nominal case are applied to the other boundary con-
ditions. Comparing among different boundary conditions, it is observed that470
reducing the ambient temperature displaces the whole combustion and, in par-
ticular ZMR, to leaner mixtures implying a reduction of reactivity of rich mix-
tures.
The oxygen concentration increase provokes that the most reactive mixtures
23
augment strongly their chemical source term sharpening the slope of the region475
that separates the mixtures found in their second stage ignition and the mixtures
which remain in the cool flame period. Additionally, according to figures 5 and
7, ZMR does not depend on the oxygen concentration.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that higher levels of diffusion may be sup-
ported by the flame in the auto-ignition range when increasing the ambient480
temperature and the oxygen concentration as a consequence of the higher mix-
ture reactivity.
It stems from this detailed analysis that the low temperature chemistry, and
more particularly the period for which the cool flame extends as well as the
relative duration of this period between different mixtures, is very relevant in485
determining the evolution of the laminar flame and may lead to substantially
distinct combustion structures as observed for the different chemical mecha-
nisms. A second conclusion is, as previously explained, that the selection of
the chemical scheme has a large impact on the radicals production especially
during the low temperature stage, which is the most affected by the choice of490
the oxidation mechanism, in contrast with the high temperature regime where
all of them show a clear agreement.
3.2. Analysis of the reactive spray global parameters
Previous work developed by the authors [32] showed that an excellent agree-
ment is achieved with the chosen configuration of the model for the tip and495
liquid penetrations of the spray as well as the mean mixture fraction and its
variance in inert conditions supporting further analysis in reacting conditions.
This part will be omitted here for brevity reasons. The description of the react-
ing spray evolution starts with the investigation of global parameters, namely,
the ignition delay and the lift-off length, in order to assess the capabilities of500
the model and sustain subsequent analysis.
Ignition delay (ID) and lift-off length (LOL) are experimentally both deter-
mined by chemiluminescence, ID as the time spent to reach 50% of the maximum
high-temperature chemiluminescence level and LOL as the minimum axial loca-
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tion where 50% of the leveling-off value of OH∗ chemiluminescence is observed505
[2]. For modelling purposes different definitions have been suggested in the lit-
erature. In the frame of the ECN, ID is calculated as the time spent from start
of injection (SOI) until the maximum rise of maximum Favre-averaged temper-
ature takes place. LOL is defined as the minimum axial distance to the nozzle
where 14% of the maximum value of ỸOH in the domain is reached [2]. How-510
ever, in this work, it has been observed that the ECN ignition delay criterion
may provide ignition delays associated with high temperatures close to 2000 K.
Additionally, a criterion based on a temporal derivative is prone to be affected
by small perturbations in the temperature profile that may distort the measure-
ment specially for slow ignitions. Hence, a criterion defined as the time spent515
from SOI until the maximum Favre-averaged temperature reaches the ambient
temperature plus 400 K is adopted in this work [26]. A value of 400 K discards
measuring ignition delay during cool flames combustion nor it is too high to be
biased towards the last steps of the transient ignition. Regarding LOL, ECN
criterion is adopted.520
Figures 8, 9 and 10 gather results related to ID and LOL for all the analysed
parametric sweeps where the experimental measurements correspond to those
measured at CMT-Motores Térmicos [5].
















































Figure 8: ID (left) and LOL (right) for the temperature parametric variation with XO2 = 0.15. In
both figures error bars indicate the experimental uncertainty.
These figures show a very good agreement between the modelled results
25
















































Figure 9: ID (left) and LOL (right) for the temperature parametric variation with XO2 = 0.21. In
both figures error bars indicate the experimental uncertainty.












































Figure 10: ID (left) and LOL (right) for the oxygen parametric variation with Tamb = 900K. In
both figures error bars indicate the experimental uncertainty.
and the experiments and, hence, demonstrate that the ADF model is able to525
reproduce diesel combustion with similar results to those found in the literature
[53]. In general, Narayanaswamy scheme provides the longest ignition delays,
which, in addition, are slightly longer than experiments, followed by Wang while
Yao and Cai mechanisms are the ones that predict the shortest ignition delays.
This ordering was indicated in figures 1 and 2 for homogeneous reactors for530
Narayanaswamy, Yao and Wang schemes and, in consequence, figures 8, 9 and
10 show that it is preserved at all the stages of auto-ignition for such schemes.
Cai mechanism predicts excellent ignition delays, with remarkable results for
the oxygen sweep, although shows some deviations for very low temperatures.
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It is interesting to note that the aforementioned ordering for ignition delays535
is not observed for lift-off lengths (in fact, Narayanaswamy being the slow-
est mechanism provides intermediate lift-off lengths with regards to the other
schemes) and, hence, it cannot be inferred that shorter ID implies shorter LOL
when comparing among chemical mechanisms as a consequence of the different
thermochemical paths predicted by the oxidation schemes.540
Additionally, it is observed that in the oxygen sweep the calculations show
a slight loss of sensitivity to the oxygen concentration for the LOL as seen in
the case of XO2 = 0.21, predicting all the mechanisms a similar value except
for Cai, which even predicting longer LOL, provides a good parallelism with
experimental results. A similar study on the influence of chemical mechanisms545
was performed in [53], where the authors compared Wang, Yao and a previous
smaller version of the Cai mechanism [54] with a well-mixed (all of them) and
a transported PDF (Yao and Cai) approaches. Overestimation in both ignition
delay and lift-off length by the Wang mechanism was observed, while Yao with
the TPDF approach showed the most accurate predictions. Both observations550
are consistent with the present work. The smaller version of Cai mechanism
showed similar results to Yao, with a better sensitivity of lift-off length to oxygen
concentration in agreement with the current work.
Finally, figure 11 shows LOL as a function of ID for experimental and mod-
elled results for the three sweeps. It is evidenced that reducing ID implies a555
reduction of LOL [13] and this fact suggests that chemistry has an important
role in the ignition process as well as in the location of the flame base. This ar-
gument has been advocated in the literature in order to argue that auto-ignition
may be one of the flame stabilization mechanism in diesel sprays [55, 56].
3.3. Description of the spray auto-ignition process560
This section describes spray A auto-ignition in terms of mass species and heat
release evolutions comparing the solutions provided by the different mechanisms
and analysing the impact of the boundary conditions.
27























Figure 11: Relationship between ID and LOL for experiments and simulations.
Figure 12 shows the temporal species mass evolution and heat release in-
tegrated in the whole cylinder for the nominal case and the four mechanisms.565
Similar to figure 4 the species are multiplied by a factor in order to share the
same scale. Again species representative of the initial, intermediate and final
products (CH2O, CO, CO2) as well as a soot precursor (C2H2), chemically
relevant for soot predictions, are included.
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Figure 12: Temporal species mass and heat release evolutions for the turbulent spray for the nominal
case. Top: Narayanaswamy (left), Yao (right), bottom: Wang (left) and Cai (right) mechanisms.
Vertical dashed line corresponds to the ignition delay for each mechanism.
Heat release in the premixed phase is clearly different for Yao mechanism,570
which due to the very early ignition has a small peak in this phase, while
Narayanaswamy and Cai schemes show similar profiles and Wang predicts a
very intense peak.
CH2O is generated during the start of combustion, therefore, it appears
during the premixed phase and rapidly stabilizes while intermediate and final575
species, such as CO and CO2, are generated during the diffusion phase. As
will be seen later, when the flame is stabilized, CH2O is found in the partially
premixed combustion zone while other species, such as CO and CO2, which
appear at more advanced stages of the combustion, are observed in the diffusion
flame.580
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The previous figure shows that species produced during the start of combus-
tion and, consequently, temporally during the premixed phase and spatially in
the region of the partially premixed combustion region (close to the LOL), are
observed to be clearly affected by the chemical scheme. This is in line with figure
4 where it was shown that the low temperature stage shows the more evident585
differences among chemical schemes. On the contrary, the analysed mechanisms
predict similar evolutions for the species related to the high temperature stage,
which is related to the temporal diffusion phase and the spatial diffusion flame.
Concerning soot formation, soot precursor C2H2 is clearly affected by the
oxidation scheme, with Yao mechanism producing the highest values and, hence,590
yielding presumably the largest soot mass among all of them.
Regarding the effect of the boundary conditions on the heat release and the
species mass evolution, figures 13 and 14 gather the results for the temperature
(with XO2 = 0.15) and oxygen sweeps (with Tamb = 900 K), respectively, for
Narayanaswamy mechanism.595
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Figure 13: Temporal species mass and heat release evolutions for the turbulent spray. Temperature
sweep: XO2 = 0.15 and Tamb = 750 (top), 800 (centre) and 900 (bottom) K. Vertical dashed line
corresponds to the ignition delay for each case. Scales are common for all the figures except for the
750 K case. Calculations performed for Narayanaswamy mechanism.
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Figure 14: Temporal species mass and heat release evolutions for the turbulent spray. Oxygen
sweep: Tamb = 900 K and XO2 = 0.13 (top), 0.15 (centre) and 0.21 (bottom). Vertical dashed
line corresponds to the ignition delay for each case. Calculations performed for Narayanaswamy
mechanism.
Figure 13 confirms that reducing the ambient temperature decreases C2H2
mass, being almost negligible for the 750 K case of the temperature sweep.
This suggests that this would be a non-sooting flame [57, 58, 3]. This effect
is due to the displacement of the combustion region to leaner mixtures due to
the lift-off length increase that avoids soot formation [59], as will be shown in600
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next section. Besides, due to the reduction of air entrainment prior to ignition,
the premixed burn is decreased in magnitude and duration when increasing the
ambient temperature [60].
Figure 14 shows that increasing oxygen concentration produces less C2H2
mass, entailing presumably lower soot mass formation. This is better under-605
stood analysing figure 15 which shows ỸC2H2 spatial fields and their profiles
along the axis for the oxygen sweep at very advanced instants. There exists
an increase of the peak value, which is found closer to the nozzle as well as
the point where acetylene is started to be produced (see profiles along the axis
from figure 15), when augmenting oxygen concentration. These results are in610
agreement with experimental soot measurements [61]. In addition, the rates
of production and consumption are observed to be enhanced when increasing
oxygen concentration.
However, the total mass of this species decreases (see figure 14) since the
increment in mass fraction peak is not high enough to compensate the effect of615
the narrowing in axial and radial directions of the spatial region where C2H2
spreads, as observed in the fields shown in figure 15. This hints at the impor-
tance of the position of the spatial region where C2H2 is produced, because its
proximity to the spray axis may lead only to a marginal total mass increase
when accounting for the cylindrical symmetry while regions farther away from620
the axis may contribute more significantly to the total mass of the species as a





































































Figure 15: Left figure: C2H2 mass fraction fields for the oxygen concentration sweep with XO2 =
0.13 (top), 0.15 (center) and 0.21 (bottom). White solid line corresponds to the stoichiometric
mixture fraction level curve and white dashed line indicates modelled LOL position. Right figure:
C2H2 mass fraction on the axis for the oxygen parametric variation. Dashed line indicates mod-
elled lift-off length position for each case. Results for very advanced instants and Narayanaswamy
mechanism.
Moreover, from figure 14 it arises that increasing oxygen concentration may
lead to a more intense premixed combustion in spite of a shorter ignition delay
and, hence, a lower injected fuel mass at ignition. This behaviour has been625
confirmed experimentally [59].
Finally, although not shown here, spray ignition is observed to start at
slightly lean mixtures in the early instants due to their high initial adiabatic
mixing temperature [7]. This is in agreement with the reduced ID1 values for
lean mixtures observed in figure 2 that caused first ignition kernels to appear at630
such mixtures in flamelet calculations too (see figures 5, 6 and 7). The ignition
in lean mixtures promotes in turn the combustion to richer mixtures due to the
intense mixing induced by the turbulent flow [50, 17] where combustion at high
temperature propagates. This behaviour has been experimentally observed [7]
and LES simulations corroborate this evolution too [62]. The same observation635
was obtained from the flamelet calculations and, as expected, is retained for the
spray.
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3.4. Analysis of the spray flame structure in quasi-steady regime
In this section spray flame structure during the so-called quasi-steady regime,
corresponding to instants around 3 ms or more advanced, is thoroughly analysed640
from different points of view with very special attention to those representations
based on combustion variables.
First, the flame structure is described in terms of the progress variable chem-
ical source term, ∂Ỹc/∂t, which is the average value from the transient term of
equation 1 and is extremely useful because it traces the whole combustion pro-645
cess and shows where reactions releasing heat occur as pointed out in section 3.1.
Figure 16 represents the spatial field for this variable at an advanced instant for
the nominal case with Narayanaswamy mechanism. Logarithmic scale is used















Figure 16: ∂Ỹc/∂t spatial field at an advanced instant for the nominal case with Narayanaswamy
mechanism. A logarithmic scale is used for ∂Ỹc/∂t. White solid line corresponds to the stoichio-
metric mixture fraction level curve and white dashed line indicates simulated LOL position.
The ∂Ỹc/∂t spatial field reveals that the flame structure is composed of
a partially premixed combustion region positioned downstream of the lift-off
length which shows a vigorous combustion as deduced from the high burning
rate. The location of the most intense chemical source term for this partially
premixed combustion is radially displaced from the axis in the rich mixture655
regions (around φ̃ = 1.7) as will be seen in more detail in subsequent figures.
Finally, a diffusion flame is established on the stoichiometric surface with a
burning rate that is clearly less intense than in the partially premixed combus-
tion zone (∂Ỹc/∂t falls one or two orders of magnitude). Note that the diffusion
flame is not only limited to the average stoichiometric level curve due to the tur-660
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bulent fluctuations retained in the model. These fluctuations are accounted for
by means of presumed PDFs for both the mixture fraction and the scalar dissi-
pation rate variables (as explained in section 2.1) providing, hence, a distributed
turbulent flame brush, as expected in the RANS context [13].
The flame structure shown in figure 16 matches the picture suggested by665
Dec [8] for diesel flames and this is considered a qualitative validation of the
performance of the model. This is complemented when representing the species
in the Z − T map, where species belonging to the low temperature chemistry,
such as CH2O, are located at rich mixtures and low temperatures while tracers
of the high temperature stage, like OH, only extend around the stoichiometric670
mixture and high temperatures. In order to describe in more detail the flame
structure, Supplementary Material (a) contains the species location represented
in the Z − T map as well as the effect of the chemical mechanism and the
boundary conditions in determining the reactive mixture fractions.
The analysis is closed providing a deeper insight of the flame structure in675
the Z − T map representation. For this purpose, representative level curves in
physical space for the most important variables defining combustion are found
and the pairs (Z, T ) along such level curves are taken and represented in the
Z − T map allowing to condensate in a single picture the whole combustion
process.680
The variables considered for this purpose are Z̃ ′′2 and χ̃ as non-reactive
scalars, which define the state of the mixture in conjunction with Z̃, and the
chemical source term ∂Ỹc/∂t, as a tracer of the reaction zone, which is comple-
mented with temperature. These representations are extremely useful because
for this specific model and, more generally, for any flamelet based combustion685
model, they contain all the information necessary to interpret the combustion
since they are build upon the controlling variables of the reactive flow.
Table 2 contains the values related to the different level curves included
in figures 17, 19 and 20. To distinguish the different level curves for a given
variable markers are used: square is used for the minimum value, circle for the690
next value and triangle for the maximum value (if a third value is included).
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For each boundary condition the values have been chosen to be representative
of the combustion process since it develops at different physical regions.
Table 2: Values of the variables for the represented level curves in figures 17, 19 and 20.
Variable 750K 15% O2 800K 15% O2 900K 15% O2 900K 13% O2 900K 21% O2
Z̃′′2 × 104 1.3, 2 3.3, 4.5, 5.5 7, 10, 14 5, 7, 9 12, 18, 25
χ̃ (1/s) 0.3, 0.4, 0.8 2.5, 4 3, 20, 30 3, 10, 20 10, 50, 80
∂Ỹc/∂t (1/s) 150, 350 200, 500 300, 600, 900 300, 600 600, 1500
The representations of the level curves in the Z−T maps are divided in two
figures. The first one contains the level curves for Z̃ ′′2 and χ̃ while in a second695
figure the level curves for ∂Ỹc/∂t are represented. Plots in figure 17 contain
this representation for the nominal case with all the mechanisms at advanced
instants. The initial adiabatic mixing profile between air and fuel as well as the
upper contour of the map are included with black dashed lines. Besides, the
stoichiometric level curve is denoted by a vertical black dashed line.700
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Figure 17: Z−T maps with level curves for Z̃′′2 (blue) and χ̃ (red) (left column) and ∂Ỹc/∂t (right
column) for the nominal case with Narayanaswamy (top row), Yao (second row), Wang (third row)
and Cai (last row). Markers distinguish between different level curve values (table 2). Black dashed
line corresponds to the initial adiabatic mixing line and the upper contour of the map. Vertical
black dashed line indicates the stoichiometric mixture fraction.
As seen from figure 17, the source term is mainly due to the partially pre-
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mixed combustion zone (see figure 16), which appears in a broad region of mix-
ture fractions and temperatures, compared to the diffusion flame, which is less
intense and therefore results in lower source terms (see figure 16). The latter one
is actually very close to the highest temperatures, that is, to the upper contour705
of the map. ∂Ỹc/∂t contours show that reaction rates are especially intense (this
depends on the mechanism too) for Z̃ between 0.07 and 0.09 (corresponding to
φ̃ between 1.5 and 2) and temperatures that range between 1200 and 1400 K,
in agreement with [8]. In this zone Z̃ ′′2 shows values around 1.2 · 10−3 and χ̃
around 25 1/s (that, in this case, corresponds to χ̃st = 25 1/s).710
More specifically, this means that the partially premixed combustion devel-
ops mainly in a rich mixture region with the instantaneous mixture fraction
ranging mainly in the interval 0.07 ± 0.035 (taking Z̃ ′′2 = 1.2 · 10−3) and a
flame with χ̃st = 25 1/s. This is a moderate value for a flame scalar dissipation
rate considering that flamelet auto-ignition range extends until χst = 106 1/s,715
approximately. Consequently, the partially premixed combustion zone is pre-
sumably not strongly affected by extinction effects and, hence, this result con-
firms that the diesel reactive spray is properly modelled using a thermochemical
database generated from flamelets belonging to the auto-ignition range [25].
In order to deepen in the previous statement, figure 18 shows the log-normal720
PDF for χ̃st = 25 1/s and σ =
√
2, used in the generation of the turbulent
combustion manifold. It is clearly seen that the area enclosed by the PDF
for χst values greater than 106 1/s is marginal and the probability of reaching
such zone is only 4.16%. This means that the probability of reaching extinction
conditions in the partially premixed combustion zone is extremely low and,725
hence, extinction effects are not of first order.
The different mechanisms show some differences in the position and the
values taken in the region of the partially premixed combustion region. Yao and
Narayanaswamy schemes predict such region positioned in similar temperature
and mixture fraction values. However, Cai and especially Wang mechanisms730
show a very high chemical source term that is displaced to very rich mixtures in
the same way that flamelet calculations (figures 5, 6 and 7) showed that ignition
39



















Figure 18: Log-normal PDF defined by χ̃st = 25 1/s and σ =
√
2. Black vertical dashed line
indicates χ̃st = 25 1/s.
occurred at richer mixtures than those computed with the other mechanisms.
This behaviour was explained as a consequence of the homogeneous reactors
ignition delays from figure 2 and the extremely high chemical terms observed735
during the second combustion stage (figure 3). As described in Supplementary
Material (a) the profile of the upper contour in the region that delimits reactive
and non-reactive mixtures for Wang scheme is sharp in the same way that sharp
profiles were observed in this interface for its flamelet profiles (see figure 5). In
general, similar observations can be applied to the other schemes.740
Regarding the non-reactive scalars, they take similar values in the whole
map for all the mechanisms since the differences in density predicted by the
chemical schemes are not so high to provoke noticeable discrepancies in the
mixing variables.
Finally, figures 19, on the one hand, and 20, on the other hand, gather745
the impact of the boundary conditions on the represented flame variables for
the temperature (with XO2 = 0.15) and oxygen (with Tamb = 900 K) sweeps
calculated with Narayanaswamy mechanism. Again the maps correspond to
advanced instants.
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Figure 19: Z−T maps with level curves for Z̃′′2 (blue) and χ̃ (red) (left column) and ∂Ỹc/∂t (right
column). Temperature sweep: XO2 = 0.15 and Tamb = 750 (top), 800 (centre) and 900 (bottom)
K. Markers distinguish between different level curve values (table 2). Black dashed line corresponds
to the initial adiabatic mixing line and the upper contour of the map. Vertical black dashed line
indicates the stoichiometric mixture fraction. Calculations performed with Narayanaswamy mech-
anism.
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Figure 20: Z−T maps with level curves for Z̃′′2 (blue) and χ̃ (red) (left column) and ∂Ỹc/∂t (right
column). Oxygen sweep: Tamb = 900 K and XO2 = 0.13 (top), 0.15 (centre) and 0.21 (bottom).
Markers distinguish between different level curve values (table 2). Black dashed line corresponds
to the initial adiabatic mixing line and the upper contour of the map. Vertical black dashed line
indicates the stoichiometric mixture fraction. Calculations performed with Narayanaswamy mech-
anism.
Values appearing in table 2 are considered representative for these cases and,750
thus, they give a preliminary idea of how the boundary conditions impact on the
controlling variables where combustion is sustained, revealing that the partially
premixed combustion region is always placed at low/intermediate levels of Z̃ ′′2
and χ̃. This is in agreement with results in the literature where it has been
verified that combustion adapts to the local flow dynamics in order to position755
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at low/intermediate values of the mixing turbulent variables [49].
Figure 19 evidences that increasing the reactivity by means of the ambient
temperature displaces the partially premixed combustion zone to richer mix-
tures. However, the change in oxygen concentration has only a mild influence
on the position of the mixtures with the highest reactivity (although a slight760
enrichment is observed when decreasing the oxygen concentration). This stems
from the analysis of the ignition for the flamelets where it was revealed that
ZMR became higher when increasing the ambient temperature but did not al-
most change when modifying the oxygen concentration. As a consequence, the
partially premixed combustion occurs at leaner equivalence ratios when increas-765
ing the oxygen concentration.
Furthermore, there is a clear increase of the values of the non-reactive scalars
in the region of the partially premixed combustion when augmenting the am-
bient temperature but this change is more moderate when reducing the EGR.
This is due to the strong increase of the lift-off length when changing the am-770
bient temperature but the moderate change of this distance when varying the
oxygen concentration. Summarizing, the increase of reactivity of the mixture,
by ambient temperature or oxygen concentration, enables to sustain combustion
in regions of more intense convection and diffusion.
In addition, for low temperature cases a second peak of the partially pre-775
mixed combustion zone is observed for ∂Ỹc/∂t for very rich mixtures and high
temperatures (around 1600 K), as observed in figure 19 for the cases of 750
and 800 K. In the spatial representation this peak is found on the axis and,
hence, the partially premixed combustion zone is composed of two regions of
high chemical reactivity: a region of moderate rich mixtures radially displaced780
from the axis and a region positioned on the axis at richer mixtures and higher
temperatures. When increasing the reactivity of the mixture this second peak
disappears. This points that the structure of the of low reactivity diesel sprays
may be more complex and, hence, requires further analysis.
Finally, an additional observation is that it seems that the level curves for785
Z̃ ′′2 and χ̃ are approximately overlapped for all the boundary conditions. Some
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comments about this behaviour are given in Supplementary Material (b).
4. Conclusions
The influence of the mechanism choice and the boundary conditions have
been analysed thoroughly in order to shed light on their impact on spray A790
structure as a representative spray for modern diesel engines. An advanced
combustion model based on the flamelet concept has been used for this purpose
which has enabled to figure out the effect of the oxidation scheme as well as the
boundary conditions at different stages of complexity. In this sense, a systematic
analysis has been performed which extends from homogeneous reactors, where795
only chemistry is considered, to CFD, where coupled physical and chemical
phenomena interact.
Along this work several conclusions have emerged which have been corrob-
orated at the different stages of the analysis from different points of view and
have been connected with experimental and modelling studies. The agreement800
between these works and the current analysis supports the suitability of the
flamelet based models and, more particularly, the ADF model, to be applied to
the simulation of reacting sprays in the frame of diesel engines.
The main conclusions are briefly summarized in the following lines:
• The mechanism choice has a strong influence on the low temperature chem-805
istry and the soot precursors prediction at all the calculation stages. The
high temperature chemistry is barely affected by the chemical scheme.
• The different thermochemical evolution and reactivity between mixtures
at low temperature may modify the evolution of the whole combustion
flame when diffusion is introduced (flamelets) when comparing between810
mechanisms.
• The latency period between ID1 and ID2 and how the chemical source term
develops during the mixtures ignition are relevant in order to understand
how combustion develops for the different mixture fractions when diffusion
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effects are introduced. This aspect is deeply related to the sharpness of the815
flamelet temporal profiles and, consequently, the diffusion fluxes intensity.
• All the analysed mechanisms predict (at all the stages) an ignition start-
ing at lean mixtures which is rapidly displaced to rich mixtures. This dis-
placement is enhanced with the increase of the diffusion effects (increase
of strain rate).820
• The model reproduces the ignition delay and lift-off length trends. Lower
ignition delays do not necessarily imply lower lift-off lengths when com-
paring between mechanisms (once the boundary conditions are fixed) due
to the different thermochemical paths, especially those related to low tem-
perature chemistry.825
• Reducing the reactivity of the mixture by means of the ambient temper-
ature displaces combustion to leaner mixture fractions while combustion
location is slightly enriched with the decrease of the oxygen concentra-
tion. With regards to the soot precursors predictions, their production
is decreased when lowering the ambient temperature or augmenting the830
oxygen concentration in agreement with experimental findings.
• The partially premixed combustion is located at rich mixtures and inter-
mediate temperatures with moderate values for Z̃ ′′2 and χ̃. There exists
a remarkable dependence of these variables on the boundary conditions,
especially on the ambient temperature for which a variation of one order835
of magnitude for Z̃ ′′2 and χ̃ is found.
Finally, referring to the issue posed at the introduction about the influence
of the chemical mechanism on the turbulent reacting spray, which was one of
the motivations of this work, the previous conclusions reveal that most of the
differences observed in homogeneous reactors calculations persist at all the lev-840
els (homogeneous reactors, flamelets and CFD) with a special impact on the
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